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A storm brings all of Bruce’s neighbors into his home. When
a mouse sees a bunny struggling, he grabs Bruce’s favorite
umbrella to set out for the rescue. He is unfortunately swept away
by the storm, and even Bruce’s enormous weight is not enough
to prevent them from being tugged up towards a tree. All the
animals then form a chain to pull them safely home. But when
a tree blows into the roof, they have to snuggle by the fireplace
until they can return home. This leaves a very grumpy Bruce to
survey the damage, until all of his friends return and repair the
roof. They even add an addition to the back of the cabin to make
his home the neighborhood gathering place, even though Bruce is
not entirely happy with the new arrangement.
Bruce constantly finds himself besieged by circumstances that
thrust responsibility on him, but he always rises to the challenge.
While it would be reasonable to expect that Bruce would like his
neighbors, especially after they help him rebuild, he still finds
them a tolerable nuisance. Though Bruce fails to grow, it is clear
that his grumpy nature is the basis for humor in the series. It is
also clear that Bruce embraces his parental role and does love
his neighbors. The bright, humorously colored illustrations provide
readers with an opportunity to linger on each page and find
things to point out to each other. This book, even with its lack of
character growth, is solid entertainment.
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